
STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER TUTORING

MATH LAB

 SMITH VIDAL LITERACY AND
LANGUAGE WRITNG CENTER 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION 

SMARTHINKING

The Writing Center helps students become more effective and
confident writers. Writing consultants can assist students
through all stages of the writing process with any type of
writing task. Refer students here if you have a concern about a
student's organization, development, formatting,
documentation style or other conventions,

Use this referral for students who would benefit from group
study support. Supplemental Instruction Sessions are designed
to help students develop as self-confident and efficient learners
by introducing study skills and learning strategies they can
apply to their study routine for success in their course work.

SMARTHINKING is a FREE Online Virtual Tutoring Center.
SMARTHINKING provides online support in a variety of Math,
Writing, Science and Business subjects up to 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. Tutorials incorporate direct video interaction with
tutor.

Raise this referral for student enrolled in one of the following
Mathematics courses who could benefit from tutoring
assistance: Intermediate Algebra (Math099), College Algebra
(Math125), Pre-Calculus (Math 141/150), Calculus (Math 225/226),
and Statistics (Math150/155/508).

TutoringRefferalsRefferals
Referrals can be raised for students to suggest a campus resource that can support their academic and personal success.
When a referral is raised in Starfish, students receive instant email correspondence from the referred office with an invitation
to get started. Use the chart below for more information about the referrals currently available in Starfish and the situations
that might warrant raising each referral option. 
Tip: Rasing referrals will initiate an email to student and alert academic support services.  Students are expected to follow up
and utilize appropriate resources.  Outreach is also provided to students referred to the offices below. 

This referral is for students who need assistance with
understanding course content and/or could benefit from
tutoring services provided by the Student Success Center..
Please keep in mind that SSC tutoring is only offered for
specific, introductory courses in CTEC, Computer Science,
Business and Psychology.


